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Abstract- Fixed speed wind turbine generator system that uses 
induction generator (IG) has the stability problem similar to the 
step-out phenomenon of a synchronous generator during grid 
fault. On the other hand, doubly fed induction generator (DFIG) 
can control its real and reactive powers independently while 
being operated in variable speed mode. This paper proposes a 
new control strategy using DFIGs for stabilizing wind farms 
composed of DFIGs and IGs, without incorporating additional 
FACTS devices. A new control scheme of limiting the rotor 
current of the DFIGs during grid fault was proposed. 
Simulation analysis by using PSCAD/EMTDC shows that the 
DFIGs can effectively stabilize the IGs and hence the entire wind 
farms through the proposed control scheme by providing 
sufficient reactive power to the system. 
I. INTRODUCTION
  The emerging grid codes demand that wind farms should 
have a good performance with respect to voltage control 
capability and robust behavior against frequency and voltage 
variations under fault condition [1]. The installations of 
compensation units, like static synchronous compensator 
(STATCOM) [2], superconducting magnetic energy storage 
(SMES) [3], and energy capacitor system (ECS) [4], in a 
wind farm composed of fixed speed wind turbines (FSWTs) 
to overcome low voltage ride through during a grid fault, 
increase the system overall cost. Therefore, it is paramount to 
use a variable speed wind turbine (VSWT) system like a 
DFIG to stabilize a FSWT (IG) in a wind farm, because the 
DFIG system can also control reactive power in a similar 
manner to a STATCOM, SMES, or ECS. Thus, the reactive 
power compensation can be implemented at a lower cost. 
  The doubly fed induction generator (DFIG) has very 
attractive characteristic as a wind generator because the 
power processed by the power converter is only a fraction of 
the total power rating of the DFIG. This is typically 20-30%, 
and therefore its size, cost, and losses are much smaller 
compared to a full size power converter used in other variable 
speed wind generators [5]. DFIG can operate at a wide range 
of speed depending on the wind speed or other specific 
operation requirements. Thus, it allows a better capture of 
wind energy. The dynamic slip control and pitch control are 
the other salient features which help to augment the system 
stability. In addition, DFIG has better behavior concerning 
system stability during short-circuit faults in comparison with 
IG (Induction Generator), because of its capability of 
decoupling the control of active and reactive power output. 
The superior dynamic performance of the DFIG results from 
the frequency converter which typically operates with 
sampling and switching frequencies of above 2 kHz [6]. At 
lower voltages down to 0% the IGBTs (Insulated Gate 
Bipolar Transistors) of the DFIG are switched off and the 
system remains in standby mode [7]. If the voltages are above 
a certain threshold value during/after fault, the DFIG system 
can be synchronized very quickly and back to normal 
operation [8]. 
  However, during a grid fault, the frequency converter of 
the DFIG can be damaged due to large rotor currents 
generated [9], which causes to rise the DC-link voltage above 
nominal value. Therefore, crowbar switch, DC-link protective 
device, or other schemes should be considered to protect the 
frequency converter [10].  
  This paper presents a control scheme where IG is 
stabilized by using DFIG during a grid fault in a multi-
machine power system with wind farms connected. As the 
DFIG will be heavily stressed during the stabilization, a 
remedy should be found out to protect the frequency 
converter as well as to allow the independent control of real 
and reactive powers without losing the synchronism. The use 
of a crowbar is not recommended by the recent grid codes. A 
new control strategy to limit the rotor current within its 
nominal value during a grid fault is proposed in this work, in 
which the coordinating control of the d-q measured currents 
in the rotor side converter (RSC) of the DFIG and a DC 
chopper (braking resistor) protection scheme for the DFIG 
converters are included. The two-mass model was considered 
for all wind generators, as it has great influence on the 
transient stability feature. Simulations were run in 
PSCAD/EMTDC [11] for different fault conditions i.e., three 
line to ground, two line to ground, line to line, and one line to 
ground (3LG, 2LG, 2LS, 1LG) fault respectively to show the 
effectiveness of the DFIG control strategy employed. The 
transient stability index of the system is also analyzed for all 
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fault conditions and for different fault locations in the power 
system to show the overall stability effect of DFIG to entire 
power system. 
 
II. MODEL SYSTEM 
  A model system shown in Fig.1 [12] is considered in this 
study, where two wind farms are connected to the multi-
machine power system. Aggregated wind farm model is 
considered in this analysis for fast computing. Each wind 
farm is composed of 1 DFIG and 3 IGs. The wind turbine 
modeling, parameters of the generators, parameters of the 
DFIG excitation circuit and their configuration are given in 
[12-14].  
  The IEEE generic turbine model and approximate 
mechanical-hydraulic speed governing system [15] is used for 
synchronous generator 1 (SG1). The IEEE “non-elastic water 
column without surge tank” turbine model and “PID control 
including pilot and servo dynamics” speed-governing system 
[16] is used for synchronous generator 2 (SG2). IEEE 
alternator supplied rectifier excitation system (ACIA) [17] is 



























III. DFIG CONTROL 
       The block diagram of the DFIG control systems, 
including the supplementary rotor current control during grid 
fault is shown in Fig. 2. The DFIG power converters are 
usually controlled based on the vector control technique. The 
DFIG control described below contains the electrical control 
of the power converters, which is essential for the DFIG 






































A. Rotor side converter control 
 
      In normal operation (when the grid voltage 0.9gV > ), the 
RSC regulates the developed electric power ( )DFIGP and 
delivers/absorbs reactive power as well by the DFIG. In Fig. 
2, PLLθ is the angle of the phase lock loop (PLL), and rθ  is 
the effective angle for the abc-dq0 and the dq0-abc 
transformations. The rotor side converter controls the 
terminal (grid) voltage to 1.0pu. The d-axis current controls 
the active power, while the q-axis current controls the 
reactive power. After a dq0-to-abc transformation, *drV and 
*
qrV are sent to the PWM signal generator. Thus, *Vrabc is the 
three-phase voltage reference for the rotor side converter, that 
is obtained for the IGBTs switching as shown in Fig. 2.  
      A new control strategy was introduced in the RSC as 
shown in Fig. 2, whereby during normal operation the 
effective measured values of the d-axis and q-axis currents 
Fig. 1 Model system 
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(Idr and Iqr) are same as that obtained directly from abc-to-dq 
transformation. 
       However, when a grid fault occurs, ie, Vg<0.9, a 
comparator sends a signal to switch the  measured currents 
Idr and Iqr to be multiplied by a variable K determined by the 
supplementary rotor current controller as shown in Fig. 2. 
The variable K is directly proportional to the magnitude of 
the grid voltage Vg during the grid fault; hence K takes 
different values for different grid disturbances like three line-
to-grid fault (3LG), two line-to-ground fault (2LG), line-to-
line fault (2LS), and one line-to-ground fault (1LG).  
    The process of multiplying K to the measured d and q rotor 
currents during grid fault helps to limit the magnitude of the 
rotor current of the DFIG within its nominal value, and hence 
the use of expensive crowbar switch to disconnect the RSC 
from the DFIG during the grid fault can be avoided, since the 
recent grid codes require all wind turbine generators to 
remain connected to the power network during and after grid 
fault.  
 
B. Grid side converter control 
 
      Fig. 2 also shows the control block for the GSC control, 
where PLL provides the angle PLLθ  and sθ is the effective 
angle for the abc-to-dq0 (and dq0-to-abc) transformation. The   
GSC system of the DFIG is used to regulate the DC-link 
voltage ( dcE ) to 1.0pu. The d-axis current controls the DC-
link voltage, while the q-axis current controls the reactive 
power of the grid side converter. After a dq0-to-abc 
transformation, *qV and *dV are sent to the PWM signal 
generator. Finally *Vgabc is obtained as a three phase voltage 
reference for the GSC output.  
 
IV. GRID CODES 
  The most worrying problem that wind farm must face is a 
voltage dip in the grid during a grid fault [18]. The magnitude 
of the voltage is controlled by the reactive power exchange. 
Fig. 3 displays the typical requirement for fault-ride through 
grid code. The wind farm must remain connected to the grid 
if the voltage drop is within the defined r.m.s. value and its 
duration is also within the defined period as shown in the 
curve [19]. Fig. 4 shows the rule of voltage support in the 




























V. SIMULATION RESULTS 
   Simulation analyses on PSCAD/EMTDC for a three 
phase (3LG), two line-to-ground (2LG), two line-to-line 
(2LS) and one line-to-ground (1LG) faults at fault point F2 
shown in Fig. 1 are performed for two cases to demonstrate 
the effectiveness of the control strategy, in which DFIG is 
installed or is replaced by IG at each wind farm. The fault 
occurs at 0.1 sec. The circuit breakers (CB) on the faulted 
lines are opened at 0.2sec, and finally, at 1.0sec, the circuit 
breakers are re-closed. The wind turbines are assumed to be 
operating in their rated wind speed during the various fault 
conditions. Responses of the network variables and some of 




























Fig.3 Fault ride through requirement for wind farm

























Fig. 5 Terminal voltage (Bus 11) of wind farm-1 (3LG) 

























Fig. 6 Terminal voltage (Bus 17) of wind farm-2 (3LG) 
Fig. 4 The Rule of voltage support during grid fault as set by E.ON NETZ  
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 Load Angle of SG1 With DFIGs Connected
 Load Angle of SG1 Without DFIGs Connected 
 Load Angle of SG2 With DFIGs Connected
 Load Angle of SG2 Without DFIGs Connected
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 IG1 Rotor Speed With DFIG1
 Wind Turbine 1 Hub Speed With DFIG1
 IG1 Rotor Speed Without DFIG1
 Wind Turbine 1 Hub Speed Without DFIG1
Fig. 7 IG-1 rotor and turbine hub speeds (3LG) 
Fig. 8 DFIG-1 and DFIG-2 rotor and turbine hub speeds (3LG) 




















Fig. 9 Voltage at Bus 5 (3LG) 





















Fig. 10 Voltage at Bus 6 (3LG) 




















Fig. 11 Voltage at Bus 8 (3LG) 
Fig. 12 Rotor current of DFIG-1 (3LG) 
Fig. 13 Load angle of synchronous generators (3LG) 
Fig. 14 DC link voltage of DFIG-1 and DFIG-2 (2LG) 
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The terminal voltage responses of wind farm 1 and 2 for 
the fault point F2 in Fig. 1 for a 3LG fault with and without 
considering DFIG control are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, 
respectively. When the DFIG control is not considered, the 
voltage drop occurs at the wind farm and also  wind 
generator terminals. Then, the electromagnetic torques of the 
IGs drop also as the electromagnetic torque is proportional to 
the square of the terminal voltage. The mechanical torques of 
the wind turbines do not change rapidly during the short time 
interval. As a result, the turbine hub and generator rotors 
accelerate due to the large difference between the mechanical 
and electromagnetic torques, and then, the wind generators 
become unstable as shown in Fig. 7. But if the DFIG control 
is supplied, the necessary reactive power is supplied, and 
then, the terminal voltages of the wind farm and the 
electromagnetic torques of the IGs can be restored quickly 
making the wind generators stable. Fig. 8 shows the response 
of the DFIG rotor and wind turbine hub speeds, while Figs. 9-
11 show the responses of the voltages at bus 5, 6 and 8. Fig. 
12 shows the response of rotor current of DFIG-1, from 
which it can be observed that, when the control strategy of 
limiting the rotor current of the RSC of the DFIG is 
employed, the rotor current could be maintained within two 
times of its nominal value during the grid fault, though it is 
over three times of that value when no control was 
implemented. Fig. 13 shows the response of the load angles 
of SG-1 and SG-2. When the DFIGs are connected, better 
responses of the load angles are achieved. 
   The responses of the DC-link voltage of the DFIGs and 
the terminal voltage of wind farm-1 for the two line-to-
ground (2LG) fault are given in Figs. 14 and 15 respectively, 
while Figs. 16 and 17 shows the responses of the DC-link 
voltage of the DFIGs and the terminal voltage of wind farm-1 
for the line-to-line fault (2LS). The responses of the DC-link 
voltage of the DFIGs and the terminal voltage of wind farm-1 
for a line-to-ground (1LG) fault are shown in Figs. 18 and 19 
respectively. 
Fig. 15 Terminal voltage (Bus 11) of wind farm-1 (2LG) 
Fig. 16 DC link voltage of DFIG-1 and DFIG-2 (2LS) 
Fig. 17 Terminal voltage (Bus 11) of wind farm-1 (2LS) 
Fig. 18 DC link voltage of DFIG-1 and DFIG-2 (1LG)  
Fig. 19 Terminal voltage (Bus 11) of wind farm-1 (1LG) 
                                       TABLE III 
TRANSIENT STABILITY INDEX [Wc(s)] OF THE SYSTEM   
 Without DFIG Control 
(Fault Locations) 
With DFIG Control 
(Fault Locations)
Fault F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3 
3LG 4.86 3.98 4.62 3.41 2.52 3.15 
2LG 3.42 2.32 3.34 2.91 1.67 2.52 
2LS 2.98 2.31 2.81 2.43 1.69 2.11 
1LG 2.23 1.66 2.22 1.81 1.20 1.58 
VI. TRANSIENT STABILITY EVALUATION OF THE SYSTEM 
       The stability index, Wc, [20] defined as follows is used 
in evaluating the transient stability of the system:   
 









Where T is the simulation time of 10.0sec, and Wtotal   is the 
total kinetic energy calculated by using the rotor speed of 
each synchronous generator as follows: 
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Where N is the number of synchronous generators, and iJ and 
iω denote inertia moment and rotor speed of each 
synchronous generator. The smaller the value of Wc, the 
better the system transient stability. The transient stability 
index against 1LG, 2LS, 2LG, and 3LG faults with and 
without considering the DFIG control are shown in Table I, 
for the different fault points in the model system. From these 
results it can be understood that the proposed DFIG control 













A new control method for DFIG wind generators to 
stabilize a wind farm composed of both fixed speed and 
variable speed wind turbine generators is proposed. The 
effectiveness of the proposed control method is verified by 
simulation analyses for a severe three-line to ground fault, 
two-line to ground fault, line to line fault, and one-line to 
ground fault, respectively, in the multi-machine power system. 
It has been shown that, if the proposed DFIG control is not 
available, wind farm composed of induction generators 
becomes unstable. However, when the DFIG controlled by 
the proposed method is incorporated in the wind farm, IGs as 
well as DFIGs in the wind farms become stable. It has also 
been reported that the proposed control scheme of DFIG can 
even enhance the transient stability of synchronous generators 
in the power system up to a certain level. Therefore, it can be 
concluded that the proposed control method for variable 
speed wind turbine driving DFIG can be an effective means 
to enhance the transient stability of the grid connected wind 
farms. 
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